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CORRESPONDENCE 
5/31 /2023 
DOCUMENT NO. 03437-2023 

Application for a limited alternative rate increase in Manatee County by 

Heather Hills Util ities, LLC 
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~~- To submit your comments about this docket to the Florida Public Service 

Commission, please complete this comment form and return it by mail, 

ur fax il io 1-600-51 i-0809. Correspondence will be placed in the docket file. 

CUSTOMER COMMENTS 
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Any email or olher correspondence sen/ 10 a Florida Public Service Commissioner. or any 01her public official and/ or employee of !he 

PSC. in 1he 1ransac1ion of public business is considered a public record and is subjecl 10 Florida 's Public Records law. This means 1ha1 

Florida law generally requires !he PSC to provide a copy of any such email or correspondence. upon requesl. for inspeclion and copying 
10 any Florida ci1i=en or 10 any member of !he media. 
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Heather Hills Utilities, LLC 

DOCKET NO. 20220185-WS 

05/25/23 

I cannot agree to this extreme increase you are requesting. I would be more 

comfortable with half that amount though it to me would still be much too high. I 

wish I could increase my S.S. by this 20% which we both know that will never 

happen. 

When water is put on a boil notice who pays for the cost to do this? I do. Then 

there isn't even a, "I'm sorry from the utility commission" or even a reduction in 

the monthly utility cost to cover my loss for this. Then there is the inconvenience 

to put up with. Sometimes we aren't even notified that the water will be shut off 

prior to so that we can prepare for it. 

So I say NO to this ridiculous extreme increase. 

P.S. My Account Nbr. GlO 

Also when will the fire hydrants be installed that were promised to us? So far no 

signs of this has come around? 

William C. Hughes 

306 49t h Ave. Dr. W. 

Bradenton, Fl 34207 




